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A b s t r a c t

Electroweaic theory predicts that neutrino neutral currents

are diagonal. Possible experimental teats of this prediction

are discussed. Upper Units on the non-diagonal coupling

constants are derived from existing scarce data on V
6
<?- and

V
e
 С -scattering and from the extremely low upper limit on

the U. -> 3 €• decay rate. Further limits on the non-diagonal

neutrino couplings could be obtained by measuring the cross-

section of the process v̂ . -» >^ A/<- in the Coulomb

field of the nucleus and by improving upper limits for the

decays V r> 3&. t Г -* P/<-
 t
 T~ -* -2^A-

 f
 T"-* 2/^e

 t

It should be stressed i.owever '„i.at :ri.erpretation of the above

mentioned experimental data is possible only in the framework of

a nonrenoraalizable internally incosistence theoretical scheme.
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It is well known that according to the standard electro-

weak: theory, Z-boson interacts with diagonal currents, while

its interactions with non-diagonal ones are forbidden. Unfor-

tunately, in the case of neutrino neutral currents this pre-

diction of the theory cannot be tested by experiments in which

neutrinos produced by neutral currents (by virtual and real

Z-bosons) are identified by their charged currents reactiens,

as the flux of such neutrinos in laboratory conditions is too

small . There are however other types of experiments, which
!

-an shed light on this problem* !

In some cases the diagonal nature of neutral-current j

final-state neutrinos can be tested through interference of <

diagrams including virtual Z-bosons with diagrams including ' j

virtual W-bosons. The well-known reactions of taia type are

Vg£- and V€C -scattering and the production of a muon

pair by Jiuonic neutrino in the Coulomb field of atomic nucleus.

incee reactions can reveal the presence of пол-diagonal neutrino

According to private communication by T.O.Khovansky the in-

tegral flux of neutrinos and antineutrinos in CERH experi-

ments CHDS and CHAHM was about 4.Ю
1 7
 particles, while the

total number of recorded neutrino events was somewhat less

than 4.Ю . Thus the probability of a neutrino event is less

than 10~ . To observe in a detector two events triggered by
(see the following page)
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currents but they cannot acertain the nature of the "wrong"

neutrinos in the relevant final states.

Another approach to possible non-diagonal couplings

of neutrinoB is given by the experimental search for decays,

which are forbidden by the conservation of muonic and tauonic

quantum numbers. The point ie that verteciea V^V^i , V^V^E

and Vf^Uf. Z would violate these conservation laws and in

higher orders of perturbation theory would lead to decays

like /i-*3e. , /t-*ey , T-*3e , er-*2e/u- ̂  so on.

In what follows I will give phenomenological description

of the above mentioned experimental tests. Unfortunately

the introduction of non-diagonal neutrino currents explicitly

destroys the electroweak SU(2)xU(1) gauge symmetry, so that

higher orders of perturbation theory become divergent and the

whole theory becomes non-renormalizable, with some external

cut-off.

To begin with, let us assume that the Lagrangian of the

Z-boeon-neutriio interaction has the form

th« same neutrino ose hum to increase statistics at least

by three order» of magnitude and to overcome terrible

background problems*



Here 2 = Ц*Д (Hh) , $-4/2*9*™** . where
&\ 4rToL , 6y - ie the Weinberg angle. (We assume that /. s

-f^x^-fcu* •fc^-'fe.t: >•
 T h e

 stan^
11
*

1
 theory corresponds to

the case:

In order to comply with the experimental data on the 3^, and

Vg scattering on nucleons and on the J£«6 -scattering aad

assuming that the width of the Z-boson decays into

neutrinos will be in accord with the standard theory we

will suppose that

£
- i

As is evident from the expression (1), we assume that all

neutrino cutreats are left-handed. (Possible existence of

right-handed diagonal neutrino currents was considered recently

by S.Bilenky and B.Pontecorvo ' '. Such currents are difficult

to detect because laboratory neutrino beams are created by

charged-current decay and therefore contain only left-handed

neutrinos (right handed antineutrinos). As pointed out in ref.

some evidence in favour of such currents would appear if

the boson decay width would turn out to be larger than its

standard theoretical value}.

To discuss Yg-B- and T£ в -scattering consider
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diagrams of Fig. 1. Taking into account Bquatuons (1) and (3)

one finds

where « ie the Fermi constant and £ is the square of the

total energy in center of mass system. (The calculation can

be easily performed using the standard technique described

/2/
in detail for instance in the book ' ' ) .

The cross section &yee. "as measured at LAMPP. The

results of this experiment were presented at recent conferences

'-*»*' ( tjjg preliminary description of the apparatus was pre-

sented earlier ). These results when compared with the

standard theory give '

^ = °t25^|]J (6)

The authors of ref. ' ' have also tested the hypothesis that

interference between W- and Z-diagrams is totally absent ( in

our notations that would mean that /^. — 0 ) and have arrived

at the conclusion that their data exclude such possibility.

The cross section <5p~£, was measured at Savannah
/6 7/ *"

River Plant / o » " . When compared with the standard theory it

glvee 'W:

- 3,29+0,05 (?)

Let us now compare the standard (with ^'-fa, ~ ® )

eipressioce for ^>4« and ^ £ . containing values of

' end Sin^©^ given by Equations (6) and (7)



with their non-standard (with 2-/«. ^ ^ ) counter-

parts (4) and (5), containing the standard world-average

value of Sin^9^
 /of

 :

2 &
=0,23 + 0,02 (8)

The comparison gives

These results are in agreement with the standard theory,

however their accuracy does not exclude values of Т
Л
М*T*c

of the order of 1/2.

Similar to )£•& — and g£ -scattering are the processes

en)

which occur in the Coulomb field of the nucleus (see Pig. 2).

Here also the presence of non-diagonal neutrino currents would

destroy the interference of the diagrams with virtual W- and

2-bosons and thus increase the cross-section with respect to

its standard-theory value.

2h0 calculation of the cross section of processes (11}

in th» case of diagram Za is presented in ref. ' ' (Chapter 16}•

As emphasized in papers *°» °', the total cross sections of

processes 11a and 11b are equal and are proportional to



<э̂  •*" Q% where G
L
 and ^ ^ are respectively

coupling constants of left-handed and right-handed muonic

currents, therefore the ratio of the cross section calculated

for the sum of the diagrams of Pig.2 to the cross

section calculated with diagram 2a only is equal to

(12)

In the search for conerent production of muon pairs by

neutrinos and antineutrinos no events «ere found by CDHS

collaboration ' and two events were found by CHAMr •

These results can be presented in the form:

(13)

«0,75 + 0,40
 / 1 2 /

 (U)

An order of magnitude better statistics in the next generation

neutrino experiments would bring the limit on the value

( / "fMM- ) "to the level which we have at present for

Let us now turn to experimental data on the absence of

the decay /U*^ < * < V which give a very stringent limit on

the coupling -f€u. , Ihe point is that in tne higher order

of perturbation theory the decay M-*~* €*4?£~ would be

induced by the vertex •£-£»* % 2~ Ууи* (see Pig. 3). Tne

amplitude of toe dec*y is equal to:

where



The cut-off l\ appears because the non-diagonal neutrino

currents destroy the renormalizability of the theory. When

calculating (16) we have used the W-propagator in the unitary

gauge (Proca gauge). In Peynman gauge w^ would get

fa Sto
x
&%f

while Х- -~ О in Landau gauge. With a broken gauge symmetry

it is Proca propagator which is physically preferable; it is

singled out by its relation to the density matrix of the

vector boson on the mass shell. Amplitude (15) leads to the

following branching ratio:

2
Рог values of Sin вц/ in the interval O.2-* 0.25 the

expression in ihe square brackets gives 3.25 • 2. In this

paper we will assume a low cut-off: ( 10 V )

originating, say, from tne composite nature of leptons and/or

intermediate bosons. The сьве when the cut-off comes from

the violation of the S-matrix-̂ Ti.-'tarity caused by the nondiago-

nal neutrino currents, this case has to be considered separately,

According to the Review of Particle Data
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At the recent Conference &t Leipzig a radical improvement of

this limit was announced by a group working at the SIK

meоon factory;

< 2,2-to''**. (19)

Even asiting the moat unfavourable value ef A , such that

^ ~ JO , one still gets from (17) and (19) that

(20)

Since this limit on -n>€ ̂ s obtained in the framework

of a non-renprraalisable theory, one can, in principle, try

to avoid it by introducing a special counter-term of the type

& £ U- with a coupling constant which is specially chosen

to cancel the contribution of the diagram of Pig. 3. Such

cancellation, however, does not seem plausible.

Expressions similar to (17) can be easily obtained for

the decays T~ ~* -C •€. •£ f T" ~* ̂M ^ ^ f С

. Рог instance,

J •

(The factor 1/2 is absent here because there is no identical

particles in the final state). Experimentally, according to

ret. /в/,
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< 4 -Ю' (22)

В (^-^/У/~) < W'i°~*
 (23)

в (i*+/**£*) < *. * - я 9 (24)

< г*'
10
'*

 (25)

By comparing Equation (21) with the limit (25) and assuming

/I [hirf ~7<? one gets ffe -€ 1 . The same is valid

for other *2^ -decays. The limits radically improve for

higher values of A . Unfortunately there is no convincing

arguments in favour of a definite choise of A .

A quadratically divergent theory with a broken non-

-abeliar. gauge symmetry calls for an analysis, which is

similar to the analysis of a possible non-conservation of

electric charge. In this latter case it was shown ' ' that

a consistent phenomenological description of charge-nonconeer-

vation cannot be constructed.

I am grateful for valuable discussions to A.E.A

A.D.Dolgov, V.N.Gribov,. B.L.Ioffe, V.D.Khovansky, V.A.Uovikov,

M.A.Shifman amd M.B.Voloshin.
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